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There is a common, but old story about the male who buys a six pack of beer and package of diapers at
the local convenience store—some organizations lost millions because of belief in this correlation. i Data
analytics at the time believed that patterns such as this one would predict future buying habits. Many
were wrong!
Almost two decades later, this consumer routinely gets information, “based on what you recently
did/bought/viewed, we recommend …” Marketers assess recent behavior and make a Big Data driven
“pick” for me. Most turn out to be bogus at best.
Big Data Analytics have attained a State of the Unquestionable; that condition whereby the “science/law
is settled” and we must all march to the tune of the Data Scientists. Such a mindset may cost shareholders
billions.
In 2014, we commented in this blog about the need for the computational mathematics of computing to
be correct in the equation being calculated. ii Issues surrounding the accuracy of algorithms have been
known for decades. iii
Additionally, how the problem is set up is important too. For example, many polls in the recent election
were inaccurate and we raised the issue of the possible poor construction and perhaps bias. iv
Another example, can be found in statistics. Most do not realize that there are three different types of
variables; categorical, ordinal and interval. Certain calculations depend on knowledge of the variable type.
For example, when using statistical where the variable is defined as interval, the assumption is made that
the data set is equally spaced. v
Similarly, how data is distributed is important. Many assume data almost always has a normal distribution
(fits the bell curve). Statisticians and other mathematician understand that is not always the case but can
be approximated by using the appropriate sample size. vi
Another axiom, “Let your data speak for themselves” is not as straightforward as it sounds with the
pundits either. vii For example, there are still issue with pattern recognition and whether a view of an
animal is just that or a cloud formation. viii
The author has previously made the case that Mobility enabled Apps and the Cloud are just beginning a
long run as base information technologies. We expect that the industrial sector will see rapid
development and adoption of Operations Management Systems (OMS). Disruptive Big Data and the
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). ix

Organizations can attain significant economic value from better decisions using these tools. According to
one source, the value derived from operational efficiency from the IIoT can be “as high as $15 trillion of
global GDP by 2030.” x
However, when the numbers are this high, making the beer—diapers correlation mistakes may actually
destroy shareholder value and possibly reshape sector winners and losers. Data Scientists can help assure
catastrophic mistakes are not made; however, as always IT must be aligned with the business. If it is not
aligned, no amount of Big Data Analytics can add value.
With great power comes great responsibility. Make sure your Big Data Analysis truly adds value to your
organization. The phrase, “Lies, damn lies and statistics” has some basis in fact. xi

Are You Sure Your Organization’s Big Data Strategy is Appropriate?
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